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ScienceDirectThe presence of maternal and paternal homologs appears to be
much more than just a doubling of genetic material. We know
this because genomes have evolved elaborate mechanisms
that permit homologous regions to sense and then respond to
each other. One way in which homologs communicate is to
come into contact and, in fact, Dipteran insects such as
Drosophila excel at this task, aligning all pairs of maternal and
paternal chromosomes, end-to-end, in essentially all somatic
tissues throughout development. Here, we reexamine the
widely held tenet that extensive somatic pairing of homologous
sequences cannot occur in mammals and suggest, instead,
that pairing may be a widespread and significant potential that
has gone unnoticed in mammals because they expend
considerable effort to prevent it. We then extend this discussion
to interchromosomal interactions, in general, and speculate
about the potential of nuclear organization and pairing to
impact inheritance.
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Introduction
A poorly understood aspect of genome organization is the
regulation of interchromosomal interactions and their
relationship to intrachromosomal interactions within a
chromosome territory (CT) [1]. For instance, in the
context of three-dimensional (3D) organization, how do
regulatory elements preferentially interact with gene
promoters in cis? Likewise, how are interactions in trans
inhibited and/or promoted in subnuclear compartments
of similarly regulated chromatin domains? These issues
are further complicated in the context of homologous
chromosomes, which are nearly identical in sequence
and protein composition and yet are somehow sensed,www.sciencedirect.com distinguished, and typically packaged individually inside
of the nucleus. Here, we provide an overview of recent
studies regarding homolog positioning across a wide array
of organisms, including mammals, and propose that the
infrequent nature of homologous interactions is due at
least in part to active inhibitory mechanisms.
Emergent evidence for interchromosomal
interactions
At first glance, the short- and long-range intrachromoso-
mal contacts that form chromatin loops and CTs would
seem to discourage interchromosomal interactions. How-
ever, techniques ranging from traditional genetics to
fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) and chromosome
conformation capture (e.g. 3C, 4C, 5C, Hi-C, etc.) have
now produced an abundance of evidence for interchro-
mosomal interactions and the capacity of those interac-
tions to contribute to gene regulation. For example,
several loci have been shown to loop out of their CT
to form interchromosomal contacts with active genes,
thus correlating an open chromatin conformation with
gene expression [2–6]. CT intermingling has also been
observed in instances of gene repression. For example,
pericentromeric heterochromatin from different chromo-
somes cluster into repressive nuclear compartments with
many repressed transposable elements and facultatively
repressed genes [7,8,9,10,11].
In short, there is a significant amount of crosstalk between
different CTs, reflecting a general tendency for loci of
similar genomic content and chromatin status to be prox-
imal to each other (reviewed by [12]). In fact, the pro-
pensity of certain chromosomal regions to participate in
interchromosomal interactions is believed to constrain the
distance between interacting chromosomes and thus in-
fluence the nonrandom nuclear position of CTs them-
selves [13,14]. Interestingly, the nature and frequency of
translocated regions in cancer suggests that the regulation
of interchromosomal contacts also has functional implica-
tions for the diseased states [4,15,16,17,18,19].
What about homologous chromosomes?
Chromosomes adopt a distinct position in the nucleus
based on gene density, expression status, and number of
repetitive elements. As such, chromosomes of similar size
and gene density are more likely to interact in mouse and
human cells [20–22]. Thus, if chromosome organization
reflects sequence and transcriptional activity, then ma-
ternal and paternal homologs might interact more fre-
quently than would be expected at random as they areCurrent Opinion in Genetics & Development 2016, 37:119–128
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associated proteins and other factors. And yet, only a
few species exhibit extensive homolog interactions in
somatic cells, the most noteworthy of which are Dipteran
insects, such as Drosophila, which align all pairs of
homologs, end-to-end, in essentially all somatic tissues
(reviewed by [23]). Indeed, Drosophila homolog pairing is
one of the most dramatic examples of interchromosomal
interactions.
Equally notable is that no species other than Dipterans
are believed to support somatic homolog pairing to this
extent. For example, Heride et al. showed that human
homologs lie in separate CTs and are thus far apart from
each other despite their sequence similarity [24]. Simi-
lar conclusions have been drawn from DNA FISH in a
wide range of species and are further supported by
haplotype reconstruction of mouse and human Hi-C data
sets, demonstrating that chromosome haplotypes in
diploid cells do not interact frequently with each other
[e.g. 25,26].
Such paucity of pairing has led to an assumption that
pairing results from an active process that is specific to
Dipterans and absent in other species (Figure 1a).
Another explanation, however, is that pairing is a signifi-
cant potential which has gone unnoticed in other species
because these species expend considerable effort to pre-
vent it (Figure 1a) [27–30]. These interpretations are not
two sides of the same coin. Just as somatic pairing is
evidence for inter-homolog communication, so would a
nonrandom pattern of homolog separation be indicative of
inter-homolog awareness.
Advantages of somatic pairing: is being
together better than staying apart?
The potential for communication between Drosophila
homologs was postulated >100 years ago by Nettie Stevens
and then demonstrated in 1954 by Ed Lewis, who intro-
duced the term transvection to describe forms of gene
activity that are sensitive to the proximity of homologs
(Figure 1b) [31,32]. Thus, transvection is one of the origi-
nating examples of two broad and overlapping areas of
research: the field of trans interactions and that of homology
effects [33], wherein genes are influenced by the presence
of homology. In particular, transvection encompasses pair-
ing-sensitive allelic crosstalk, pairing-sensitive silencing,
and many other phenomena in a wide variety of species,
including mammals (reviewed by [33–38]).
What advantages might somatic pairing afford? Many mod-
els have been considered, including its potential to (a)
enable intragenic complementation by, for example, the
trans action of regulatory elements (Figure 1b) (reviewed
by [33–37], also [39–41]), (b) facilitate co-regulation [42], (c)
contribute to chromosome counting and dosage compen-
sation [36,43,44,45,46,47,48,49,50,51,52], as well asCurrent Opinion in Genetics & Development 2016, 37:119–128 (d) promote mitotic recombination or homolog-templated
repair [53] and, thus, (e) accelerate positive and negative
selection of variants by effecting loss-of-heterozygosity
(LOH). Indeed, extensive stretches of homologous pairing
might maximize accurate alignment and, hence, viable
recombinant events [54]. Considering that homolog pairing
may antagonize or promote sister chromatid cohesion,
homolog pairing could also (f) control processes, such as
sister chromatid-templated repair and sister chromatid
exchange, that are influenced by sister chromatid cohesion
[28]. Furthermore, as homolog pairing is likely to impact
chromosome topology, it may also (g) affect chromosome
compaction and extension [29,30,55] as well as accessi-
bility, such as through linear-locking [44,56].
Identification of pairing and anti-pairing
factors by high-throughput screening
Much has been learned regarding the mechanisms that
underlie the pairing process [57,58], with studies using
FISH targeting euchromatic and heterochromatic regions
beginning to identify the underlying genes. Among the first
genes to be identified were Suppressor of Hairy-wing [59]
and topoisomerase II [28], both of which led to reduced
pairing when they were disrupted. Perhaps most intrigu-
ingly, however, was the discovery that overexpression of
the Cap-H2 component of the condensin II complex in
Drosophila promotes disassembly of polytene chromo-
somes and antagonizes transvection [29]. This finding
was consistent with the proposal that pairing can be active-
ly inhibited and suggested that condensin II is a candidate
for embodying anti-pairing activity [27–30,60].
More recently, three whole-genome screens were con-
ducted to identify genes involved in somatic pairing in
Drosophila. The first applied FISH in embryos and
returned the surprising finding that essentially no zygotic
transcription is necessary to establish pairing [61]. The
second thus turned to Drosophila cultured cells and
involved a high-throughput FISH technology, called
Hi-FISH, which permits >2000 FISH assays to be con-
ducted and imaged per day in 384-well plates and enables
FISH-based screens for factors involved in interphase
genome organization [30]. (Also Shachar et al. [62], which
describes another high-throughput pipeline.) The third
screen also used cell culture, in this case, assaying pairing
of the X chromosome through the localization of the X-
enriched MSL dosage compensation machinery [63].
In total, the Hi-FISH screen, which targeted two hetero-
chromatic loci, revealed 105 candidate pairing genes [30].
Excitingly, many of these genes were also identified by
MSL localization [63], implying that these genes regulate
the pairing of whole chromosomes. Consistent with this
conclusion, many of these genes were also found to
influence pairing at euchromatic regions by FISH [30].
Therefore, the pairing of heterochromatic and euchro-
matic regions may be regulated by related mechanism(s)www.sciencedirect.com
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(a) In the conventional model, Drosophila pairs homologs because it supports a pairing activity that evolved specifically in the Dipteran lineage. In
this viewpoint, both pairing and anti-pairing activity would be absent in human cells. An alternative explanation posits that all organisms support
both pairing and anti-pairing activities, the relative strengths of which differ between Drosophila and humans. Importantly, this model predicts that
disruption of anti-pairing in humans will induce ectopic pairing and potentially predispose individuals to disease, a notion that is consistent with
the pairing of chromosome 19q in renal oncocytomas by Koeman et al. [84]. (b) Two models of Drosophila transvection are shown. On the left,
the enhancer of a promoter-less gene acts in trans on the promoter of a paired, enhancer-less homolog [39,102]. Deficiencies are denoted as ().
On the right, the gain-of-function zeste1 mutant protein (denoted at Z1) represses paired white genes [103]. Vertical lines represent homolog
pairing interactions.or, perhaps, through overlapping forces, with the potential
of each contributing in cis to the proximity or repulsion of
the other. Of course, a fuller picture of pairing awaits a
parallel screen for factors specifically involved at euchro-
matic loci in Drosophila. The most surprising outcome,
however, was that the majority (62%) of the 105 genes
exhibited anti-pairing activity, strongly supporting a mod-
el in which pairing can be both promoted and inhibited.
Among the candidate anti-pairing genes are those that
encode for the chromatin proteins HP1a and ORC1 in
addition to components of the condensin II complex,
including Cap-H2. These results are consistent with
the role of condensin II in vivo [29] and implicate chro-
matin compaction as a mechanism by which trans inter-
actions of this type are inhibited [29,30]. Moreover, these
studies revealed novel genetic interactions between Cap-
H2 and several pairing promoting genes, providing fur-
ther evidence that condensin II regulates chromosome
pairing and that many other proteins involved in the
regulation of pairing depend on condensin II for this
function [30]. In particular, the SCFslmb ubiquitin ligase
complex was identified as a novel inhibitor of condensin
II-mediated nuclear reorganization [30,64], lending fur-
ther support to the idea that chromosome pairing can bewww.sciencedirect.com promoted by simply removing anti-pairing activity. Also
identified as anti-pairing factors were proteins involved in
the G1–S transition, which is consistent with earlier
observations correlating stages of the cell cycle to differ-
ing levels of homolog pairing [23,34,35].
Collectively, these findings argue against the view in which
pairing is an active process and unpairing represents the
default state. Instead, the paired state may reflect a balance
of two antagonistic pathways (pairing and anti-pairing),
each of which could be modulated at the gene-, chromo-
some-, tissue-, or species-specific level [29,30,65].
A new model for homolog positioning in
humans
While extensive somatic pairing is not typically ob-
served outside of Drosophila, localized and/or transient
homolog interactions have been identified across a wide
array of species, including mammals. Interestingly,
mammalian pairing is often associated with critical cel-
lular processes, including DNA repair and V(D)J recom-
bination, in addition to transcriptional regulation during
X-inactivation, imprinting, and cell fate establishment
[45,46,48,49,66,67,68,69,70,71,72,73,74,75,76,77].Current Opinion in Genetics & Development 2016, 37:119–128
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also been documented for human chromosomes 1, 7, 8,
10, and 17 [78–81]. As such, the capacity of homologous
pairing to alter gene activity in trans is no longer irrele-
vant in mammalian somatic cells and may even account
for some puzzling features of allelic crosstalk
[75,82,83].
What remains unclear is whether transient pairing events
in mammals are mechanistically related to the genome-
wide pairing observed in Drosophila. If not, then it would
seem that pairing evolved multiple times in metazoans,
further highlighting the potential importance of these
interactions. However, another, perhaps simpler, model
is that pairing and anti-pairing pathways were both pres-
ent in the common eukaryotic ancestor (Figure 2). In-
deed, over 90% of Drosophila candidate pairing genes
have human orthologs [30], consistent with eukaryotes
having retained a potential to pair homologs. Therefore,
the reason we see extensive pairing in Dipterans and not
humans may be because the balance might favor pairing
activity in the former and anti-pairing activity in the latter
(Figure 2).
Extensive pairing in humans may be
associated with disease
If somatic pairing is a widespread potential of genomes,
then any disruption of anti-pairing should increase ho-
mologous contacts in humans. Remarkably, this may have
already been observed by Koeman et al. who, as part of
their investigation to reveal why renal oncocytomas over-
express genes on the q arm of Chromosome 19, discov-
ered that this arm, in particular, is paired in its entirety,Figure 2
Common ancCommon ancestor
Clean lossDe novo appearance
Humans
DipteransDipterans
Three evolutionary models to explain the singular ability of Dipterans to sup
Dipterans evolved de novo a genome-wide mechanism for somatic pairing, 
pre-existing in the common ancestor of Dipterans and other organisms but 
explanation wherein the paired state reflects a balance of antagonistic activ
pairing), both of which were present in the common ancestor. A shift in bala
Dipteran and human lineages, respectively.
Current Opinion in Genetics & Development 2016, 37:119–128 from centromere to telomere, in over 50% of transformed
cells [84]. This most dramatic example, by far, of
somatic pairing outside of Drosophila led the authors
to suggest that a transvection-like mechanism may be
responsible for the elevated gene activity of 19q and,
furthermore, that pairing be considered an associated
feature of tumorigenesis in general. The contrast be-
tween the diseased and normal tissue suggests that 19q
pairing may result from a clonally heritable change and
raises two possibilities: the change generated a novel
activity — that is, somatic pairing — or it disrupted a
mechanism that had been inhibiting pairing, as would be
predicted by a model in which pairing is balanced by anti-
pairing. Although the capacity of mutations to generate
novel activity is not unheard of, we find the latter expla-
nation more plausible, since spontaneous changes in the
genome are more often destructive than they are creative
(Figure 1). Thus, all human cells may have the capacity
for genome-wide somatic pairing (Figure 2), and disrup-
tions of this balance may be indicative and perhaps even
causative of some diseased states.
Why might human cells favor the unpaired
state?
If the default and/or ancestral state of chromosomes is to be
paired with their homologs then why would humans and
other species expend effort to prevent it? As suggested by
renal oncocytomas, one explanation might be a need to
disrupt trans-communication of alleles. Active separation
of homologs may also facilitate allele-specific expression,
such as monoallelism ([24], reviewed by [85]), although,
ironically, an initial pairing event might actually facilitate
the coordination of monoallelic expression through allelicCommon ancestorestor
Shift in balance
Pairing
Anti-pairing
Humans
Dipterans
Humans
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port genome-wide somatic pairing. The leftmost figure suggests that
while the middle figure suggests that a capacity for pairing had been
was lost in all but the Dipteran lineage. The rightmost figure depicts an
ities, one that promotes pairing and another that prevents pairing (anti-
nce toward pairing and anti-pairing activity would be favored in the
www.sciencedirect.com
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tacts that have been documented at imprinted loci in
humans [66–69,72,73,75]. Similarly, although transient
pairing of the two X-chromosomes may be an important
step in the sensing and counting of X-chromosomes during
X-inactivation in mammals, the subsequent separation of
the X’s, possibly mediated by anti-pairing mechanisms,
may then be required to achieve chromosome-wide allele-
specific expression [45–49,51,52]. In the case of bialle-
lically expressed genes, separation of homologs may better
ensure a wider distribution of products in the cytoplasm or
the generation of polarity, should there be any differences
between the chromosomes.
In addition to its potential effects on transcription, the
unpaired state may serve to minimize the likelihood of
mitotic recombination, which could reduce the frequency
of LOH and, hence, penetrance of recessive deleterious
mutations [24,30]. The unpaired state may also contrib-
ute to genome stability by removing entanglements be-
tween homologs or sister chromatids, which might
otherwise increase the frequency of chromosome misse-
gregation and, consequently, aneuploidy. In fact, an im-
balance of pairing and anti-pairing activities that favors
pairing may be a common underlying cause of diseases
associated with gene misexpression, aneuploidy, and
LOH. In this context, one might ask why Drosophila
and other Dipterans support extensive somatic homolog
pairing if the proximity of homologous sequences can
give rise to such detrimental outcomes. Here, we would
suggest that Dipterans may have evolved mechanisms for
controlling or mitigating the consequences of pairing by,
for example, preventing crosstalk or effecting local
unpairing.
Pairing as a model for long-range interactions
Ultimately, the manner in which the paired and unpaired
state of homologous sequences is regulated must fold intoFigure 3
cis interactions
trans interactions
Model for how intrachromosomal (cis) interactions (e.g. compaction, looping
interactions (trans) (e.g. pairing, recombination, translocations). We note tha
interactions might also be observed at the gene- or chromosome-specific le
www.sciencedirect.com the greater picture of intra- and interchromosomal inter-
actions, and it will be critical to understand how all these
interactions come together to guide the genome through
the cell cycle and development. For instance, are all
genomic regions subjected to antagonistic forces that
act to promote and inhibit their interactions with other
loci? Additionally, what is the mechanistic relationship
between intra- and interchromosomal interactions at the
local and chromosome-wide level, and are they in com-
petition or cooperation with each other? Intriguingly, the
identification of condensin II as an anti-pairing factor is in
line with the intrachromosomal functions of compaction
and chromatin looping being a mechanism by which long-
range interchromosomal interactions, such as pairing, are
inhibited [11,29,30,55]. Consistent with this model,
depletion of condensin, or other architectural proteins
such as CTCF and cohesin, often shows that long- and
short-range chromosomal contact frequencies are inverse-
ly correlated [11,86,87,88,89,90]. In this viewpoint,
the mechanisms of pairing may overlap with that of intra-
and interchromosomal interactions in general, with all
types of long-range interactions being precluded by the
formation, size, and/or density of small chromatin loops
(Figure 3) [11,29,30,55]. Indeed, given its robust and
simplistic nature, pairing is proving to be a powerful
experimental system for elucidating the intricate balance
between intra- and interchromosomal contacts.
Closing remarks and a consideration of
inheritance
What milestones lie ahead? Technologically, improve-
ments in Hi-FISH [30,62] will likely enhance our capacity
to identify genes involved in genome organization, while
strategies that enable Hi-C [e.g. 25,26] and FISH [91]
to distinguish homologs will clarify the contributions of
pairing and anti-pairing. Technologies for visualizing the
genome, including live (reviewed by [92]) and super-
resolution microscopy ([91] and reviewed by [93]) willcis interactions
trans interactions
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, CT formation) might influence the potential for interchromosomal
t this antagonistic relationship between intra- and interchromosomal
vel.
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genome that are accessible for expression or intra- and
interchromosomal interactions are distinguished by sig-
nature conformations or simply by how dynamically they
shift from one conformation to another. Similarly, pairing
may run the gamut between a base-by-base alignment to
a more laissez-faire arrangement in which homologous
sequences are only loosely apposed and vary in a locus-,
temporal-, and/or cell-type-specific fashion.
Conceptually, we may discover that genome organization
is as important a component of heritable information as
are nucleic acids and epigenetic marks. Thus, we may
find it equally likely to be altered and then passed from
one generation to the next in the form of the altered
configuration, itself, or as simply the effect of the alter-
ation. While inheritance of an altered configuration may
be easily envisioned if changes occurred in the germline
lineage, the capacity of nonautonomous factors to trans-
mit information between cells leaves open the possibilityFigure 4
(a)
Somatic
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Germli
chang
Asse
Pairing
(b)
(a) As is the case with other genetic material, genome organization might b
through cell division (top row). Furthermore, alterations transferred to the ge
the potential to be inherited by subsequent generations. Alterations might a
developmentally directed cues. (b) Pairing may enable cells to assess and r
Depending on whether it occurs in the germline or soma, this process woul
in a population of somatic cells.
Current Opinion in Genetics & Development 2016, 37:119–128 of somatic changes in nuclear organization being trans-
mitted to the germline and thus also the next generation
(Figure 4a) [94,95,96]. Therefore, genome organization
may account for instances of transgenerational inheri-
tance, acquired traits, and traits acquired via maternal
or fetal microchimerism [97] and transplantation. We may
even discover that it contributes to the missing heritabili-
ty that confounds the mapping of disease traits. As such, a
full personal genome may ultimately include tissue-spe-
cific descriptions for all aspects of genome positioning.
Finally, we speculate on how the defining principle of
pairing may confer a unique capacity on genomes. In
particular, by aligning homologous sequences, pairing
may enable single cells to assess and respond to the
degree of structural heterogeneity between parental gen-
omes and thus, indirectly, that of the population from
which those genomes were drawn (Figure 4b). Indeed,
such a process has been proposed for the ultraconserva-
tion of sequences and maintenance of genome integrityne
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e subject to alteration and then inheritance in its altered state, such as
rmline from the soma or occurring de novo in the germline would have
rise via error, mutation, stress, stochastic processes, and/or even
espond to the degree of heterogeneity between parental genomes.
d have the potential to alter genomic diversity in the next generation or
www.sciencedirect.com
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term consequences [98,99]. In particular, assessment in
cell lineages that give rise to germ cells might enable such
lineages to influence genomic diversity in ensuing gen-
erations by suppressing or promoting de novo changes,
reducing or enhancing fertility, modulating repair, trig-
gering apoptosis, or inducing meiotic drive in response to
the degree of heterogeneity detected [98,99] (Figure 4b;
M. Jakubik and C-t. W. unpublished). Might this com-
parison of parental genomes be a key, or even the primary,
function of the end-to-end alignment of homologs in
meiosis? An analogous process in non-germline cells
could further afford organisms some control over the
degree of structural heterogeneity in their soma [99].
Intriguingly, studies have correlated sites of sequence
heterogeneity with higher local mutation rates and, in the
germline, attributed the heightened rates to an instability
or compromised state of meiotic pairing [100,101]. Here,
we suggest that cells may embody a process in which they
exert a directed influence on future generations by asses-
sing parental and population heterogeneity and then
modulating mutation rates (Figure 4b). In brief, of the
many intra- and interchromosomal interactions that con-
tribute to nuclear organization, the pairing of homologous
sequences may be outstanding with respect to its con-
ceptual simplicity and yet magnitude of impact. By
definition, it is merely the coming together of homologous
sequences, and yet this minimal requirement gives it
license to virtually the entire genome and perhaps even
future generations. With such potential for impact, it
would be no wonder if pairing had evolved hand-in-hand
with anti-pairing.
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